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hindi movie, Bengali drama, C.B Drama.Monolithic optical communication systems, such as
passive optical networks (PON), are capable of delivering high volume data over fiber optic
networks at rates ranging from 155 Mbps to 2.5 Gbps. These systems provide substantially
higher bandwidth and throughput than other more conventional techniques used in
telecommunications, particularly in the access and distribution segments of the
telecommunications industry. Unfortunately, these optical systems are complex and
expensive to implement and maintain. One type of architecture that is often used in optical
communication systems is an architecture known as a passive optical network (PON). Within
this type of architecture, the transmitter in the optical communication system is typically
implemented as an optical combiner, an optical multiplexer, or an optical demultiplexer and
associated driver. The optical transmitter is an integrated circuit that is physically separate
from any of the other transceiver components, but is coupled to these components via a
package interface. The optical transmitter receives data to be transmitted and combines (or
multiplexes) the data into an optical signal that is then transmitted over the optical network.
Within the optical transmitter, the data to be transmitted is initially converted to an
electrical signal using an electrical-to-optical (EO) converter and then converted to an
optical signal using an optical-to-electrical (OE) converter. The electrical-to-optical
converter is typically designed to convert a number of input electrical signals of a given
format, such as an N-bit parallel bit stream, into an optical signal, such as an N-bit serial bit
stream. In this manner, the electrical-to-optical converter converts the parallel electrical
input signals into a serial optical output signal. Likewise, the OE converter is typically
designed to convert an N-bit serial electrical output signal into a number of electrical
signals of the given format. The electrical-to-optical converter and the optical-to-electrical
converter are typically integrated into an integrated circuit, which may be implemented as a
single integrated circuit or as a number of integrated circuits. The optical output signal is
then typically coupled to one or more of the other optical components of the optical
transmitter. In one type of optical transmitter, the optical output signal is delivered to the
optical combiner or multiplexer using one or more optical fibers. 04aeff104c
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